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SOME MEMORIES OF NOTTINGHAM VICTORIA
Bryan Stone
This article is based on my memories of a period 60 or so years ago, and, though it was
close to my home in Radcliffe on Trent, I could not observe Victoria continuously. I
missed much. Errors and omissions are not unlikely. I have checked what I could. The
Gresley element was not over-present, for when GC locomotives dwindled, Thompsons
took over and later the LMS and Standards dominated the scene. But during and after
WWII, the GC line was still heavily used, for a variety of interesting traffics.
I lived during and after WWII in Radcliffe on Trent, on the 'Ambergate', the GN line
between Nottingham and Grantham. Our regular passenger services were two: the
Grantham-Nottingham Victoria-Derby Friargate trains, and those of the LMS from the
GN/LNW Joint Line, from Northampton via Market Harborough, until 1944 into
Nottingham London Road Low Level.

Class J5 No 65493 begins the climb to join the ex-GCR mainline at Bagthorpe Junction,
having just passed through the tunnel underneath, with a Derby Friargate-Nottingham
Victoria train, cl952. This location was known locally as 'The Rat-hole'.
After the war, a substantial seasonal and excursion traffic ran from or rhrough Victoria
to the East Coast resorts through the summer, only to be greatly cut back in the 1960s.
Our freight traffic in WWII and afterwards was in my eyes enormous; but most of it
came off the Derbyshire Extension of the GNR, via Daybrook, until Mapperley Tunnel
was closed in 1960. Since at this time coal and general freight were in rapid decline, and
catchment areas and Colwick yards had fallen into London Midland hands, soon to be
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closed, much freight traffic then disappeared. I left the Nottingham area in 1961 and
saw little of the subsequent changes.
Nottingham Victoria was our Nottingham station during my Radcliffe years. To be fair,
we didn't use it often; my home was 25 minutes' walk from Radcliffe station, trains were
expensive and irregular, and the half-hourly Trent 78 bus from Bingham stopped just by
our house, taking half an houi to Huntingdon Street bus station. My school yeais
therefore meant a Notts bus pass, but Huntingdon Street gave first close contact with
Victoria. There was a public footbridge from Glasshouse Street to the station forecourt,
which we used to get the trolleybus up Mansfield Road to school. This footbridge was at
road level; but inside the station, it was high above the tracks, for Nottingham Victoria
was carved in one piece, as a huge cutting, out of a bunter sandstone outctop extending
from the north to Broad Marsh. With ingenuity, one could see some of the action below.

The sandstone outcrop dominates this scene at Nottingham Victoria as Gorton's Bl No 61162
emerges from Mansfield Road Tunnel, with a Manchester-Marylebone express, cl953. Exworks K3 No 61856 is on the left.
Down below in this cavern there was a complete station with two great island platforms,
with four through platform faces 426 yards long, and eight bays, as well as five more
through roads, managed by four signalboxes, North and South at the tunnel entrances,
and East and West in parallel, at mid-point, on the up and down island platforms. The
extraordinary thing was that all this, together with two turntables, offices, refreshment
rooms, two loading docks, signaling, parcels platforms and loco, servicing, was fitted into
a space 656 yards long, between two double track tunnels, one to the north under
Mansfield Road, and the other to the south under the old city. The potential for
congestion is obvious, but the station itself, opened jointly by GNR and GCR in 1900,
was, given the constraints, and though often dark and smoky, a masterpiece of planning.
Our favorite viewpoint on the way to school, given time, was on the approach ramp from
Lower Parliament Street, where a huge Boots' store would later be built over the old
station, but where we could then, over the wall, see the south end.
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'South Yorkshireman. J39 No 64832 andJ6No 64230 are in the bays, with another V2,
No 60815, on the right.
At street level on Milton Street,
there was the station building,
with clock tower, distinguished
and elegant. It was for many an
insulting

act

of pagan

vandalism, that this, except for
the clock tower, should all be
demolished, with the station in
its cutting, in indecent haste (to
fierce opposition and local
scandal) to build one of Britain's
ugliest

shopping

centres,

multistorey car park and bus
station.
The elegant Milton Street
frontage of Nottingham Victoria
'n 1965. Apart from the clock
tower all would be demolished
three years later. Can you name
those cars?
Gordon Hepburn/RAS
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The facts are clear, so just quickly. Opened on 24 May 1900, following the opening of
the GCR's London Extension on 15 August 1899, and with the GNR coming in from
Ttent Lane via High Level and Weekday Cross from the south; closure came progressively
with the former LNWR Northampton trains in 1953, after diversion from London Road
Low Level in 1944, with withdrawal of various Derbyshire extension local services, such
as the Sutton Town and Mansfield, (first closed in 1931, then again after a short test in
1956), the five times daily service to Pinxton, etc., and finally the Nottingham-Derby
Friargate service which closed in 1964 (up to 1939 there had been trains to Stafford). A
curiosity which my late wife knew, as she lived then near Daybrook and worked

Colwick's WD No 90130 trundles a coal train through Daybrook station.

Bryan Stone.

in Netherfield, was the service on the 'Back Line', or 'round the houses', six times a day
between Basford and Bulwell and Victoria via Daybrook, Gedling and Netherfield and
Colwick. This used the eastern rump of the old Derbyshire extension, via Colwick North,
but when Mapperley Tunnel closed in emergency in May 1960, that service stopped
abruptly. It was scarcely missed. The last Marylebone through trains and the last
northeast-southwest train (Newcastle-Poole) went in 1966, while Nottingham-Grantham
was diverted on July 3 1967 to Nottingham Midland, and survived. Final and complete
passenger closure of Victoria came in September 1967. Local requirement for ironstone
traffic from the Grantham line to Stanton via Ilkeston North meant that a minimal
double track was retained until May 1968 while all else went.
What did we see? In the 1950s there were a lot of trains. They were not all Gresleypoweted, but my observations often caught the up 'Master Cutler' to London, arriving
around 8.40am. This and other expresses had, at least from 1949, an A3, of which usually
6 were at Leicester and 3 at Neasden, until the LMR took over in 1957. Some I remember
were 60044/49/52/54/55/63/, 60102, 60103, 60104, 60111. There were surely more.
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There were also around 10
V2s, at Leicester, Neasden
and Woodford, which we saw
often. An eagetly anticipated
A3-powered ttip on the
down 'Mastet Cutlet', in
1954, turned out to have a
fdthy 60878.

An even

filthier 60876 was on one of
my journeys to from
Nottingham to Marylebone
in 1961, but this required
little vigout.

Upper: Woodford's filthy V2 No 60878 is at the head of the down 'Master Cutler' at
Marylebone in 1954.
Lower: Seven years later, Leicester's equally dirty No 60878 stops at Victoria with an express
for Marylebone.Both: Bryan Stone
Up to the end of serious services in 1960, the main passenger trains fell, apart from locals,
into two categories, the London trains, some to and from Manchester, usually at a high
standatd, fast and populat, and those which took the Woodford to Banbury link, round
the clock, like the 9.40 pm Swindon to Yotk, SX, at Victotia 1.45 to 2.01am. That
suggests parcels. On a summer Saturday there were surprisingly many of these Banbury
interchanges, often heavy, and well loaded. But both groups, although there were some
20 big engines available, were often in the hands of Bis, competent when new, hatd work
when not, and even K3s, always a rough deal. The GN lines local services at Victoria had
mostly our earliest 'Gresleys', the J6s, though A5s, Nls, K2s and K3s, and J39s might
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turn out on the Grantham trains as they were available. 64194 was the engine on my
last Pinxton trip.

During Bryan's last trip to Pinxton, J6 No 64194 rests in a siding at the station. A colliery
and belching chimney in the background are evidence ofthis area's heavy industry at the time.
Bryan Stone
Colwick, which provided most of these local engines, was the end of the road for many
older classes. In my earliest years, Victorian 4-4-0s, D2 and D3, were general on DerbyGrantham trains, with 62172 holding out longest, and occasionally a Grantham Atlantic
might appear. Old Ivatt 0-6-0s were commonplace, Jl and J5. These veterans made, in
the war years and afterwards, some courageous efforts and, at night, did some spectacular
fire throwing on war-time loads of 5 or 6 non-corridor coaches, later reduced to three.
We also had a period of B 12s from Grantham shed. Later those M&GN castaways, the
Ivatt 4MT 2-6-0s, saw out steam, after an intensive session with Lls which deserved their
name concrete mixers.

One ofthe M&GN Ivatt 4MT castaways, No43154, on pilot duty at Victoria.

Bryan Stone
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I once got an illicit footplate ride with an LI from Friargate to Victoria. I already had
Army railway and other footplate experience, but this was dreadful, rough, noisy and
dirty (The GC would however beat it a little later, see below). The Back Line got anything
that would still go; I saw J6s, A5s, Lls, and even a tender-first K3 on the rare passenger
trains.

Bryan was shaken about during his illicit ride on an LI and this is Colwick's No 67758 on
a local service at Radcliffe-on-Trent.Bryan Stone
The GC main line locals at the north end might have a Sheffield D10 around 1947-50.
Walter Burgh Gair and Berkeley-Sheffield ^ere always around. The first series of Dlls
could also turn up, deeply impressive. I recall at least one school trip to Sheffield where
a GC 4-4-2 tank brought us home. In the '50s many 'main line' secondary workings,
also at the south end, went to K2s and K3s if there was not a Bl. Apart from the
'Directors', A5s and the inevitable O4s, GC classes were not too obvious; but a Jl 1 might
turn up, and at Queen's Walk Goods, where shunting extended south over the river
bridge, there was usually an N5. I missed the last of the B7s and C4 Atlantics, which
were still around at the end of the war. Not many knew that at Queen's Walk there had
been a GC engine shed, similar to that at Leicester, still used for turn-rounds, but with
few facilities and no regular allocation.
The summer Saturday and seasonal trains stretched resources. Bis seemed plentiful, but
many a holiday or 'Evening excursion' to Skegness or Mablethorpe, often originating in
the mining villages, started off behind a K2, a K3 or even a J39. Even a ]6 might be
turned out, but this became rare. Some seasonal trains ran over the Derbyshire Extension,
one to Llandudno for example; others to the east coast came from Birmingham and
Burton on Trent via Friargate. On the Mansfield Central line, closed to regular stopping
trains, but still table 65 in the summer 1959 Eastern Region timetable, examination
shows that the eight trains listed were all Saturdays only seasonals. For interest, these
were, via LDEC and Lincoln, two Basford to Skegness, then via LDEC and Tuxford, a
Leicester to Cleethorpes, a Leicester to Bridlington and a Basford to Bridlington, two
Leicester-Mansfields and a Yarmouth to Edwinstowe (off the Grantham line). Today's
Railtour planners could not do better!
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Unfortunately there is not a post-war photograph of a B7 at Victoria station in the editor's
collection, but this member ofthe class did survive untilJanuary 1949. No 5033, later 1385,
stops with an up express, cl926.
A closer look at the succession of Saturdays Only main GC line seasonals in the 1959
Passenger Working Timetable is instructive. At 4.33am arrived the 11.45pm from
Portsmouth Harbour; rhe 5.50 Leicester Central to Liverpool arrived at 6.19am., then
the 7.45am and the 8.25am Leicester Central to Scarborough, at 1.2 pm the 8.5am
Bournemouth Central to Newcastle, then the 8.10am Swansea to York, the 10.25am
Poole to Bradford Exchange, the 10.04am Hastings to Sheffield Victoria, the 11.00am
Bournemouth West to Sheffield Victoria, the 11.16am Bournemouth West to Newcastle,
(were these S&D routings?), the 12.1 pm from Ramsgate to Derby Friargate, and the
4.57pm Portsmouth Harbour to Sheffield Victoria. Mixed in with these twelve long
distance trains were all the Skegness, Mablethorpe and others (both a Clacton and a
Yarmouth) off the Grantham line and the LDEC routed trains already mentioned. But
that wasn't all, for an unadvertised Marylebone to Perth and two Edinburghs called in
late evening, and there was the full programme of regular Marylebone and Banbury main
line trains as well. The same applied on the up road. These were busy days.
The GC lacked relief and additional running lines, so freight trains had to be carefully
thought out. Dominant were the 'windcutters', the succession of fast coal block trains
from Annesley to Woodford, and empties north again, run with Annesley Ols and, as
seems extraordinary today, loose coupled and without train brakes. A description of these
is in 'Steam was my Calling' (Ian Allan 1974) by my old friend, the late Eric Beavor,
Shedmaster at Woodford from 1951 to 1955. There had been some 30 of these trains a
day each way, with 50 wagon limited load, running at sustained high speed, freight class
'modified F'. He insisted that despite running 'in the upper 50s', there were no
'breakaways' nor unusual 'signal passed at danger' incidents; the trains ran safely, well
and to time, allowing productive out-and back workings. The 9Fs, new and fast, took
over and although getting rapidly into a ruinous state, could have run for a long time.
By the end of the 1950s these workings were still in effect, though now fewer.
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9F No 92072 ofAnnesley depot comes past Victoria's North Box with a 'windcutter freight.
Bryan Stone
Much freight, including several fully fitted class C, was from York and beyond to Banbury
and the west. Just imagine today two Class H trains, 5 nights a week, from Consett, dep.
10.50am and 8.40pm to Ebbw Vale, for steel, passing Victoria at 1.48am and 12.31pm.
But the pride of the line, throughout the 1950s, were the fish trains. These fully fitted
freights from Grimsby, some entering by the LDEC, ran on the main line at passenget
timings, to Woodford and Banbury for South Wales and the West of England. These
were fully vacuum braked, limited loads, and in my time had K3s. From school playing
fields on Valley Road, I regularly saw an afternoon up fish double-headed with two K3s,
with, another curiosity, several vans behind the brake van.
And then the station was alive with local moves, often to and from Colwick, though of
course many more trains, and most of the coal, took the Derbyshire Extension line
through Mapperley Tunnel. I once photographed a fully-fitted banana train at Colwick
North, B1 in charge, very splendid.
Parcels trains were exemplified by a Banbury to Sheffield Victoria, and a Marylebone to
York, typical uses of the GC route. A tempting entry in the Working Timetable is a series,
throughout the day, of parcels trains (Class C) between Victoria and London Road Low
Level, booked to take 10 minutes. Low Level was still a parcels depot, and during WWII
had been a leading sorting centre for forces mail, with its own programme of special mail
and parcels trains.
The winding down was, in 1960s eyes, inevitable, and not only because of the London
Midland, which had Toton, a four-track main line, and modern facilities. The decline of
coal was inescapable; many Derbyshire Extension pits were old and failing. The railway
with its minimal services and decrepit stations had lost its place in the mining towns and
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villages, there was little other industry, and unemployment and decay were all around.
Subsequent renewal of these places was not in sight. But also the non-coal freight, fish
and parcels, then so evident whenever the station was not working passengers, would
soon fall away. The closure of Mapperley Tunnel was an inconvenience, but Colwick
yard had never featured in the 1955 Modernisation Plan, and the shed, once with 200
engines, was not dieselized. The yard, once one of the LNER's busiest, was, when closed
in 1967, still shunted over hand points, with no automation or hump facilities. The
Beeching Trunk Routes report of February 1965 clearly saw the GCR as redundant.
Nevertheless, the last throes were sordid. I rode the 8.40 a.m. semi-fast (i.e. slow) from
Nottingham to Marylebone several times in 1962, my notebook recording 73156 on
March 5, 60876 on April 16 and 70048 on April 30. The load was only 6 coaches, 200
tons, and another engine was each time attached at Woodford Halse, 45217, 61136 and
61369 respectively, so it was not a hard task.

A fully fitted fish train from Grimsby comes through the station, headed by the pioneer K3
No 61800, cl949.
On April 30, I rode by arrangement on the footplate of 70048, a hard and robust
experience with everything rattling, especially at 74 mph near Belgrave, and I was foolish
enough at Woodford to join 61369. If anyone asks how wild and rough Bis could really
be, I will 50 years later still quote that hair-raising ride, where we hit 82 mph at Helmdon
and I was praying for Marylebone or at least a few adverse distants before it fell apart or
took to the fields. My attempted footplate pictures were all shaken. Maintenance was
ignored; remaining engines were withdrawn as they failed.
At the end there were no more fish or seasonals, though at least one southwest fish train
from Grimsby was still booked via Woodford in 1963; the fish trains were no longer
paying, and BRB edict stopped them all in 1964. 4MTs were on the Derby-Granthams,
up to DMU days, 'Britannias' and 'Royal Scots' at Annesley, usually a Sheffield 'Jubilee'
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of the Bournemouth/Poole, though it at least once had a 9F; at the last it got a 37 class.
Thete wete still the last Bis, and a handful of Black 5s. The BR Standatds included Class
'Btitannias' (at least 70048, 70049 and 70052) and 9Fs. Near the end an occasional 'Half
worked north from Banbury. From Colwick, on the remaining freights, Austetities and
O4/8s were the last survivors until the LMR had a cleat-out and latterly used 8Fs. So the
last Gtesleys had been the K3s and an occasional V2, but it was not gloiious. But my
memoties may not be all there was. I look forward to any additions ot corrections.

After a footplate ride on 'Britannia No 70048 'The Territorial Army 1908-1958' from
Nottingham to Woodford Hake, Bryan photographed the locomotive and train at Woodford,
prior to being "foolish enough to join No 61369".

A few 'Royal Scots' ended their days allocated to Annesley depot and No 46112, formally
'Sherwood Forester',comes through the station light engine to take over the train seen on the
left.Bryan Stone
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^^f

^^ sunlight, 9FNo 92040 is involved in some shunting at the north end ofthe station.
Bryan Stone

of the Vulcan built Bis, No 61177 of Colwick, heads south through the station with a
brake van in tow.Bryan Stone

